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QUESTIONS – ANSWERS – CLARIFICATIONS 

 

RAPID FLASHING BEACONS HSIP CYCLE 6 
(INSTALL FLASHING BEACONS; UPGRADE CROSSWALKS AND SIGNS) 

PROJECT NO. PW1420/FEDERAL PROJECT NO. HSIPL-5008(133) 
 
 

1. Question: May I have the current list of bidders.  As of the 9th, there were only 
  3 shown.  I would also appreciate the list of plan holders from the  
  first attempt.  It could be helpful in finding sub-contractors. 
 
Answer: The Plan Holder’s List is posted as it is updated, you will need to  
  return to the City’s Bid Flash to check for updated lists.  Please  
  note that this is a similar but separate project from one previously  
  posted, Install Flashing Beacons; Upgrade Crosswalks and Signs  
  Project No. PW1313/Federal Project HSIPL-5008(124).  This is not  
  a re-bid project. 

 
2. Question: May I have a copy of the bid results & why the bids were   

  rejected?  Re-bids don’t always resolve the issues of the first go- 
  around.  I would like to avoid that scenario, if possible. 

 
 Answer: This is the first time this project is being bid.  Therefore, no bids  
   have been rejected.  As noted above, this is a similar but separate  
   project from one previously posted on September 15, 2016.    
   However, the Bid Abstract for that project is still available on the  
   City’s Bid Flash. 
 

3. Question: On page SP1, below the Cost Estimate of $450,000, it states there  
  is a mandatory pre-bid meeting and to see DBE instructions to  
  bidders.  I could not find that page.  The only other reference to  
  meetings is on page 2 of 39 of the Bid Forms.  It says Attend Pre- 
  Bid Meeting Tuesday February 21 @ 10:30AM.  Above it, it also  
  states Attend Job Walk, if mandatory  N/A.  That verbiage doesn’t  
  sound Mandatory.  Am I missing something?  I plan to attend,  
  but if someone else is the low bid, but doesn’t attend, I don’t think it  
  would be fair to give him the award. 
 
Answer: The Pre-Bid Meeting is not mandatory. However, the City   
  encourages any and all prospective bidders to attend the Pre-Bid  
  Meeting as Contract Compliance will address DBE requirements for 
  Federal Grant Projects.  DBE Information can be found in the  
  Instructions to Bidders, Section 8. DISADVANTAGED BUSINESS  
  ENTERPRISES (DBE).  The Instructions to Bidders, is a separate  
  link under the Specifications section on the Bid Flash page for this  
  project. 
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4. Question:  Is the new conduit GRC or PVC?  It’s probably in the spec, but I  

  didn’t see it. 

Answer: Refer to the Special Provisions, SP63, 10-2.09 Conduit. 

5. Question: Will poles shown to be installed in sidewalk be placed behind if in  
  conflict with wheel chair ADA? 

Answer: Push buttons and accompanying poles will be located to meet ADA  
  and MUTCD Standards.  Locating poles behind sidewalk is a  
  possibility (if right of way is available), but not anticipated.  Per Plan 
  Sheets No. 3-11 “Notes: Sign locations shown are approximate.  
  Exact locations to be verified in the field by the engineer.” 

6. Question: At Creekside Elementary Sht. 3, may the existing streetlight be  
  used, instead of a new 1B-16’ pole? 

Answer: No, existing street light is not acceptable as it is not within the (5)  
  feet to allow for APS requirement. 

7. Questions: At Mendocino & Manchester Sht. 4, I don’t understand why you are  
  not using a Type 1B-16 pole with solar, instead of potholing &  
  trenching/boring 2” conduit. 

   Plan Sheet No. 13, Detail C, calls out for a solar panel sized to  
   operate four (4) RRFB and two (2) APS. This location on the north  
   side of street will provide power to the RRFB on the south side of  
   street.  Due to large tree and concerns of shading, as the City is not 
   removing this tree, the south side assembly must be powered by  
   north side assembly.  

8. Question: On the W/S of Pacific & Monterey Sht. 4, may the contractor use  
  the existing streetlight pole to mount the RRFB? 

 Answers: No, type 1-B pole still required in this location. 

9. Question: On the W/S of Pacific & Regent Sht. 5, may the contractor use the  
  existing streetlight to mount the RRFB? 

Answer: No, existing street light is not acceptable as it is not within the (5)  
  feet to allow for APS requirement.  

10.   Question: At Eighth & Phelps Sht. 7, boxed note 4 refers to Detail G on Sht.  
  15, which shows an existing Caltrans Type 15 streetlight pole.  If  
  existing, why the foundation reference to R-89?  Google photo  
  taken 2017 shows no pole. 
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 Answer: The plans do not reference “existing” streetlight pole.  They call for  
   removing existing (wood) pole and the installation of a Caltrans  
   Type 15TS for the RRFB Assembly. 

11.   Question: At Flora & Watts Sht. 8, may the contractor use the existing   
  streetlight pole on the S/S? 

Answer: No, existing streetlight is more than 5’ from crosswalk and   
  inaccessible as it is behind an existing residents fence.  

12.   Question: At Thornton & Waudman Sht.11 on the S/W corner refers to   
  mounting the RRFB on existing streetlight pole.  Has it been   
  installed since 7-16?  Detail D on Sht. 14 indicates an existing  
  foundation for the Caltrans 61-5-100.  Has it been installed since 7- 
  16, and is the pole also existing? 

Answer: No the “existing” streetlight nor “existing” foundation has been  
  installed as this is part of the Thornton Road Widening Project  
  which started construction February 2017.  Detail D indicates  
  “existing foundation, pull box and conduit” which will be installed  
  with the Thornton Road widening project, all other details are  
  included with this project.  Detail F indicates “existing street light”  
  (only) which will be installed with the Thornton Road Widening  
  Project, all other details are included with this project. 

   Coordination will be required with the Thornton Road Widening  
   Project during construction.    

13.   Question: Please clarify the Demolition Legend on Sht. 11 also.  I don’t  
  understand. 

 Answer: The Demolition Legend on Sheet 11 (Thornton Rd @ Waudman  
   Ave) can be ignored since not demolition is anticipated for this site.  
   However, coordination will be required with the Thornton Road  
   Widening Project during construction.   

14.   Question: I went to the internet to download your Standard plan sheets R89,  
  90 & 95, but in each case, it reverted to Caltrans A87.  Would  
  someone be kind enough to e-mail those details? 

Answer: See the following link for the City of Stockton’s Standard   
  Specifications and Plans: 

   http://www.stocktongov.com/files/Standard_Drawings_2016.pdf 
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15.   Question: In the plans on section 10-2.11 paragraph C states that the ped  
  push button will be mounted at a height of 42 inches standard ADA  
  states 36 inches from finished grade. Should this be ADA compliant 
  or is Stockton engineering overriding ADA? 

Answer: The City follows the United States Access Board for guidance and  
  per Section X02.5.1.3 Push button location, mounting height shall  
  be 42” above the ground, which is within the specified 3.5’ to 4’  
  range of the California MUTCD, Section 4E-08 Pedestrian   
  Detectors (pg. 946). 

 
16.   Question: I was wondering if there was a bid bond form provided? 

 
Answer: No, there is not a bid bond form provided.  Bid must include your  
  10% bidder’s security (bidder’s bond, certified or cashier’s check). 

 
17.   Question: RRFB Detail D shows a new Pole with New RRFB hardware and  

  signs to be mounted on Existing Foundation (Installed by others). 
  Contractor is responsible for the Pole and RRFB Gear only? 

 Answer:  Yes, contractor is responsible for Caltrans Standard 61-5-100 pole  
   with 60’ signal mast arm and all RRFB assembly details.    
   Pole foundation to be installed by others.  See question/answer #12 
   above for additional information.   

18.   Question: RRFB Detail F shows an existing street light with foundation. Street 
  Light and Foundation to be installed by others prior to our Work. 
  Contractor is responsible for RRFB Gear Only? 

Answer: Yes, street light and foundation to be installed by other.  Contractor  
 responsible for RRFB assembly details and all associated wiring to 
 make functional.  Pull boxes and underground conduits by others.  
 See question/answer #12 above for additional  information.  

19.   Question: RRFB Detail G (Same Question as #18). Contractor responsible for 
  RRFB Gear Only? 
 
Answer: No, contractor responsible for providing and installing Caltrans  
  Type 15TS street light pole, foundation and all RRFB assembly  
  details. 

 

20.   Question: RRFB Detail G shows OH Service wire to be installed by others. Is  
  this something that it coordinated by the City or by the Contractor? 

 

 Answer: The OH service wire to be installed (moved to new 15TS) by City  
   and will be coordinated by the City during construction. 


